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Unravelling the genomic landscape of divergence between lineages
is key to understanding speciation1. The naturally hybridizing col-
lared flycatcher and pied flycatcher are important avian speciation
models2–7 that show pre- as well as postzygotic isolation8,9. We
sequenced and assembled the 1.1-Gb flycatcher genome, physically
mapped the assembly to chromosomes using a low-density linkage
map10 and re-sequenced population samples of each species. Here
we show that the genomic landscape of species differentiation is
highly heterogeneous with approximately 50 ‘divergence islands’
showing up to 50-fold higher sequence divergence than the geno-
mic background. These non-randomly distributed islands, with
between one and three regions of elevated divergence per chro-
mosome irrespective of chromosome size, are characterized by
reduced levels of nucleotide diversity, skewed allele-frequency
spectra, elevated levels of linkage disequilibrium and reduced pro-
portions of shared polymorphisms in both species, indicative of
parallel episodes of selection. Proximity of divergence peaks
to genomic regions resistant to sequence assembly, potentially
including centromeres and telomeres, indicate that complex repeat
structures may drive species divergence. A much higher back-
ground level of species divergence of the Z chromosome, and
a lower proportion of shared polymorphisms, indicate that sex
chromosomes and autosomes are at different stages of speciation.
This study provides a roadmap to the emerging field of speciation
genomics.

As lineages diverge, a combination of pre- as well as postzygotic
reproductive isolation barriers will eventually arise1. Divergence is
likely to start from specific loci that may precede and cause the evolu-
tion of reproductive incompatibility. Hybridization between diverging
lineages may therefore create a genomic mosaic of regions where
interspecific gene flow occurs at different rates (the genic view of
speciation11), with introgression expected to be weak in genomic
regions involved in speciation. Revealing the genomic regions with
elevated levels of divergence will eventually deepen our knowledge
of the speciation process. However, more than 150 years after the
publication of On the Origin of Species12, the genetic basis of speciation
is still largely unresolved13,14. We know little about the identity, num-
ber and effect size of loci involved in population divergence, their
genomic distribution and the type of mutations involved. Advances
in sequencing technology now open a promising avenue for the study
of genomic divergence, even for non-model vertebrate species with
gigabase (Gb)-sized genomes.

The collared flycatcher Ficedula albicollis and the pied flycatcher
Ficedula hypoleuca (Fig. 1) are important study organisms for key
aspects of evolutionary ecology and biology2–7. Diverged less than
2 million years ago, their history has been shaped by repeated cycles
of glaciation in Eurasia where periods of allopatric divergence in
refugia probably alternated with periods of secondary contact during
which gene flow and selection were vital components; they still

hybridize in areas of sympatry (Supplementary Figure 2). To study
the genetic basis of species divergence in this system, we sequenced and
assembled the flycatcher genome, and physically placed, ordered and
oriented sequence scaffolds along chromosomes through linkage-map
data. This was followed by re-sequencing of genomes and transcrip-
tomes of population samples of both species (Supplementary Methods,
Supplementary Fig. 1), allowing base-pair (bp)-resolution of the pattern
of differentiation on a genomic level and providing a roadmap for
studies in the emerging field of speciation genomics.

The final assembly encompassed 1.13 Gb with an N50 scaffold size
of 7.3 Mb and with 89% of the assembly contained within no more
than 200 scaffolds larger than 1 Mb (Supplementary Tables 1–7).
The sequenced bird was heterozygous at 3.66 million positions, cor-
responding to an average of one segregating site every 330 bp. A low-
density linkage map of collared flycatcher10 anchors 73% of the assembly
to chromosomes and orients scaffolds along them (Supplementary
Fig. 3). Based on conserved chromosomal organization between
flycatcher and zebra finch (Supplementary Fig. 4) we were able to
anchor and orient additional scaffolds, thereby physically positioning
1.00 Gb of the assembly (89%) in the genome (Supplementary Fig. 5).
This illustrates that physical assembly of Gb-sized genomes sequenced
with short reads is possible with modest linkage information and when
assisted with genome information from a related species. The fly-
catcher genome contained 18,735 predicted protein-coding genes, of
which 18,649 (.99.5%) were identified as expressed based on RNA–
seq data from a variety of tissues.

We then sequenced the genomes of 10 unrelated males of each
species (mean coverage 5.69x 6 2.01 s.d.; Supplementary Table 8)
and found 9.86- and 7.13-million segregating sites in collared flycatch-
ers and pied flycatchers, respectively. The fact that 3.81 million of these
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (53.4% and 38.6% of the total
in each species, respectively) were shared between species confirms
their close genetic relationship and provides an unusual access to
genomic data of two species before complete lineage sorting. The mean
pairwise nucleotide difference in interspecific comparisons (dxy) for
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Figure 1 | Study species. a, Male collared flycatcher. b, Male pied flycatcher.
Note that the male collared flycatcher has a white neck collar and a more
pronounced white forehead and wing patches. Photographs courtesy of Johan
Träff.
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50-kb windows was 0.0046 6 0.0011, which was only marginally
higher than the mean pairwise nucleotide diversity (p) in intraspecific
comparisons (pcoll: 0.0036 6 0.0010; ppied: 0.0021 6 0.00076); indivi-
duals of the two species are thus genetically not much more different
from each other than are individuals within species. Acknowledging
that population samples of 10 individuals from each species provide
low power for detecting rare alleles, an indication of species divergence
can be obtained by noting at how many sites all collared flycatchers
were homozygous for one allele and all pied flycatchers homozygous
for another (which we refer to as sites of fixed differences, df). We
found 239,745 such sites, which corresponds to 1 fixed difference every
4.7 kb. Of these, 1,513 sites were located within protein-coding regions
and it is realistic that a proportion of these positions represent the
genetic basis for key phenotypic differences between the two species.

The genomic landscape of species divergence was highly hetero-
geneous, with a fraction of windows showing highly elevated diver-
gence up to 50 times higher than the genomic median (0.00013) and
mean (0.00022) (Supplementary Fig. 6). The distribution of autoso-
mal windows with elevated divergence showed a non-random pattern
with approximately 50 well-defined clusters of high FST (the fixation
index, a measure of population differentiation) and df (‘divergence
peaks’ or ‘genomic islands of divergence’) (Fig. 2a and Table 1).
Average peak size was in the range of several hundred kb (median,
400 kb; mean, 625 kb; range, ,100 kb to 3 Mb; Supplementary Fig. 7)
and, in total, divergence peaks covered 2.7% of the genome yet con-
taining 25% of all fixed differences. An immediate feature of the
distribution of these 50 peaks was that they were non-randomly dis-
tributed across the genome (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, D 5 0.4516,
P 5 0.0002), irrespective of chromosome size and despite substantial
heterogeneity in chromosome size, there were in most cases one to
three peaks per chromosome (Fig. 2a). Moreover, peaks were highly
overrepresented in the very end of chromosomes and six microchro-
mosomes had peaks in both ends. Another feature of divergence islands
was that they lie at the end of scaffolds, thereby not forming a con-
tinuous and symmetric signal in the assembly. As a consequence, peaks

in the end of chromosomes were generally ‘one-tailed’, whereas peaks
within the interior of chromosomes were usually formed by adjacent
scaffolds with maximum divergence juxtaposed to the assembly gap
between scaffolds (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 8). This peculiar
pattern raises the issue of whether peaks are artefacts associated with
the scaffolding process or read mapping. However, several observa-
tions convincingly argue against this (Supplementary Notes).

If selection has driven population divergence in regions of high
differentiation, we might expect to see reduced levels of within-species
diversity in these regions in one of the species. Species-specific esti-
mates of p showed that this was essentially always the case (Fig. 2b,
Supplementary Fig. 8), with mean p in divergence islands less than
one-third of the genomic background level (Table 1). As FST by its
nature is a function of within-species diversity15, this association might
be trivial. However, because the vast majority of divergence islands
were seen with FST as well as df, regions of high divergence were
characterized both by a high frequency of sequence differences
between the two species and a low frequency of sequence differences
within species. A noteworthy consequence of these coinciding features
was that dxy did not exceed background levels in divergence islands
(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 8). Further indication of selection in
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Figure 2 | The genomic landscape of species divergence in flycatchers.
a, Distribution of divergence measured as the density of fixed differences per bp
for 200-kb windows across the genome. Chromosomes are listed in numerical
order and are separated by gaps. Red horizontal bars show the approximate
location of centromeres in homologous chromosomes of zebra finch. Open
read symbols are used to indicate that avian microchromosomes are generally
acro- or telocentric; both ends of these chromosomes are labelled as the
orientation is not known. For chromosomes 4, 6 and 8, there is a lack of an in
situ mapped marker 59 of the centromere in zebra finch. b, Distribution of
population genomic parameters along an example chromosome (chromosome
4A). The plots show the density of fixed differences per bp (df) (yellow), FST

(red), the total between-species sequence divergence (dxy), nucleotide diversity

(p) for each species, the proportion of shared polymorphisms among sites
polymorphic in at least one species (purple), the proportion of private
polymorphisms among sites polymorphic within species (private and shared
polymorphisms shown in the same panel), Tajima’s D, and linkage
disequilibrium (r2). For p, private polymorphisms, D and r2, species-specific
estimates are given for collared flycatcher in blue and for pied flycatcher in
green. Assigned scaffolds are shown under the plot: black, denoting scaffolds
ordered and oriented by the collared flycatcher linkage map; grey, scaffolds
ordered with the collared flycatcher linkage map and oriented through
comparative mapping with zebra finch; white, scaffolds ordered and oriented
through comparative mapping with zebra finch.

Table 1 | Mean values of population genomic parameters
Parameter Genomic background Islands of divergence Extreme per peak

df 0.00027 0.00171 0.00281
FST 0.357 0.742 0.856
ppied 0.00219 0.00067 0.00065
pcoll 0.00370 0.00132 0.00030
Dpied 0.376 0.129 20.428
Dcoll 0.221 0.053 20.466
r2

pied 0.059 0.082 0.133
r2

coll 0.065 0.088 0.111

Data are from autosomal 50-kb windows divided into the genomic background and genomic islands of
divergence (windows with the density of fixed differences, df . 0.001). D, Tajima’s D, r2, an estimate of
linkage disequilibrium. ‘Extreme per peak’ represents the mean of the highest or lowest value per peak.
Differences between all parameter estimates in divergence islands versus genomic background are
statistically significant at P , 2.2 3 10216 (Wilcoxon test).
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regions of high divergence was given by the observations of allele-
frequency spectra being skewed towards rare alleles and strong signals
of linkage disequilibrium (Table 1, Fig. 2b and Supplementary Notes).

How the abovementioned signs of selection are distributed between
the two species is relevant for interpretation of the heterogeneous
genomic landscape of species divergence. For almost all regions of
elevated divergence, both species showed reduced nucleotide diversity
(Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 8). This cannot be explained by a loss
of diversity in the ancestral population because it would not lead to the
observed high incidence of fixed differences. Moreover, taking dS (the
synonymous substitution rate) as a proxy for mutation rate, we found
that regions of high divergence were not low in variability because of
low mutation rate (generalized linear model, including chromosome
length, peak versus non-peak; z 5 0.598, P 5 0.550). The association of
high divergence with low diversity speaks further against mapping
artefacts, which can increase divergence between species but should
also lead to elevated diversity within species. Taken together, these
results suggest that selection has acted to reduce genetic variability
in the very same regions in the two lineages independently.

Genomic regions with reduced levels of interspecific recombination
are hindered from gene flow, facilitating the build-up of reproductive
incompatibilities. Moreover, divergent selection may enhance differ-
entiation over larger genomic regions when the intraspecific recom-
bination rate is low (divergence hitchhiking16,17). To assess the
relationship between recombination and divergence, we estimated
the population recombination rate (r, which equals Ner, where Ne is
the effective population size and r is the per-generation recombination
rate), r/p (as reduced diversity, Ne, within divergence islands will lower
the estimates of r and contribute to differences in r between diver-
gence peaks and the genomic background even if r would be similar)
and used genetic distances from the collared flycatcher linkage
map related to the physical distance between markers according
to the genome assembly to assess the relationship between recombina-
tion and divergence (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary
Table 9). These tests provided no strong evidence of reduced recom-
bination rate in the proximity of divergence islands (Supplementary
Notes).

The flycatcher karyotype has not been established, thus the location
of centromeres is not known. However, avian microchromosomes are
generally acro- or telocentric18. An attempt to approximate the loca-
tion of centromeres on flycatcher macrochromosomes was made using
information on the location of centromeres in the karyotype of zebra
finch, coupled with the high degree of flycatcher–zebra-finch synteny
conservation10 (Supplementary Fig. 4). This reveals considerable over-
lap between the presumed location of flycatcher centromeres and
divergence islands (Fig. 2a). This is particularly apparent when con-
sidering the enrichment of divergence islands at the ends of micro-
chromosomes. Moreover, the fact that several microchromosomes
showed divergence peaks in both ends further suggests that at least
some telomeric regions are highly differentiated between species.

Limited pedigree data from multiple generations of flycatcher
hybrid descendants demonstrates fitness reduction and suggests that
the current rate of introgression is low9. Nevertheless, genetic data
from a few loci have previously indicated detectable levels of ongoing
gene flow8. To further address this issue we carried out deep sequen-
cing of 24 intronic regions spread across the genome in sympatric
population samples of the 2 species (Supplementary Methods and
Supplementary Table 10). Assuming an isolation–migration model,
the maximum likelihood estimate of the rate of gene flow from pied
flycatcher to collared flycatcher was 1.7 3 1026 per gene and genera-
tion (90% posterior density distribution 0.1–2.8 3 1026), while the rate
for the opposite direction was much lower (4.5 3 1029). From the
analysis of nested models we can reject a model without gene flow
from pied flycatcher to collared flycatcher (likelihood ratio test,
P , 0.01) and estimate the rate at Nem 5 0.38 (where m is the migra-
tion rate), or roughly one migrant every three generations.

If divergence islands are involved in reproductive isolation, they
might be expected to be shielded from gene flow in areas of sympatry,
while other genome regions may get introgressed. One way of addres-
sing this possibility is to study the distribution of private and shared
polymorphisms to infer differential rates of lineage sorting, such as
those caused by variation in gene flow across the genome. We found a
very clear pattern at the point at which the proportion of shared poly-
morphisms drops significantly in all divergence islands, from a mean
background level of 32.8% to 18.3% in islands (Wilcoxon test,
W 5 632,244, P= 0.001; Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 8). This
observation indicates more advanced lineage sorting within than out-
side regions of elevated divergence, and is consistent with a role
for gene flow in homogenizing background levels of divergence.
Moreover, we found that the proportion of private polymorphisms
was significantly higher in divergence islands than elsewhere in the
genome (pied flycatcher: 35.3% in non-islands versus 56.1% in islands,
W 5 319,712, P= 0.001; collared flycatcher: 60.2% in non- islands vs.
75.4% in islands, W 5 608,994, P= 0.001; Fig. 2b and Supplementary
Fig. 8), consistent with restricted gene flow in islands. Furthermore, the
genomic background level of the proportion of private polymorphisms
was considerably higher in collared flycatcher than in pied flycatcher
(W 5 19,001,201, P= 0.001, Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 8), in
agreement with the direction of gene flow recorded.

Birds have female heterogamety (males, ZZ; females, ZW) and as all
sequencing was carried out using male birds, read coverage is expected
to be similar for autosomes and the Z chromosome. Estimates of
diversity and divergence should therefore be directly comparable
between chromosome categories. The Z chromosome showed greater
than sevenfold higher mean divergence (df , 0.0016 6 0.00060) than
autosomes (0.00022 6 0.00036, W 5 23,706,977, P , 2 3 10216) and
significantly higher FST (0.623 6 0.076 versus 0.350 6 0.110,
W 5 23,274,298, P , 2 3 10216) (Fig. 3). Divergence was more uni-
formly distributed along the Z chromosome and did not show the
distinct islands of divergence characterizing most autosomes; the Z
chromosome contained approximately 35% of all fixed sites in the
genome. Moreover, estimates of p, Tajima’s D and r2 (an estimate of
linkage disequilibrium) were also more uniform along the Z chro-
mosome (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 8). Despite the higher mean
divergence, we note that divergence at individual windows on the Z
chromosome did not exceed that within autosomal divergence islands.
High sex-linked divergence is thus a consequence of increased back-
ground level rather than more extreme divergence in individual
regions. Reports of a disproportionately large effect of the X chro-
mosome on hybrid sterility and of reduced introgression of sex-linked
genes19 have fed the idea that sex chromosomes are particularly
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Figure 3 | Contrasting levels of divergence and diversity between the Z
chromosome and a similarly sized autosome (chromosome 1A). The plots
show the density of fixed differences per kb (df), FST, nucleotide diversity (p;
collared flycatcher in blue and pied flycatcher in green) and the proportion of
shared polymorphisms.
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important for the build-up of reproductive isolation. This is supported
by data from female heterogametic organisms20, including higher FST

seen for a handful of Z-linked markers than for autosomal markers in
flycatchers21. In flycatchers, mating patterns also suggest sex-linkage of
male plumage traits and species recognition5,21, traits that may evolve
under the influence of divergent selection. Our observations could be
taken to suggest that natural or sexual selection at multiple loci assoc-
iated with reproductive isolation on the Z chromosome has erased the
signal from individual divergence islands by broadly increasing diver-
gence to a higher background level. From this perspective, the Z chro-
mosome could be seen to represent a more advanced stage of species
differentiation, with islands turning into plateaus or divergence hitch-
hiking turning into genome hitchhiking22. We note in this context that
total sequence differentiation in interspecific comparisons was higher
for the Z chromosome (mean dxy 5 0.0057 6 0.0011) than for auto-
somes (0.0045 6 0.0010; W 5 19,256,489, P , 2 3 10216). Moreover,
more advanced divergence of the Z chromosome compared to auto-
somes was also supported by a significantly lower proportion of shared
polymorphisms in the former (15.2%) than among the latter (32.3%;
W 5 1,408,692, P , , 0.001) (Fig. 3).

The 50 regions defined as divergence peaks contained a total of 530
protein-coding genes. An assessment of gene ontology among these
genes did not reveal any functional category to be significantly over-
represented (Supplementary Table 11). Moreover, we found no indica-
tion that proteins encoded by genes within divergence peaks would be
faster evolving than other proteins in the genome (general linearized
model of dN/dS, where dN is the rate of non-synonymous substitution,
including chromosome length; peak versus non-peak; z 5 0.837,
P 5 0.403). As many peak regions contained more than one gene it
is possible that unrelated features of linked genes blur characteristics
common to genes under selection. However, we found that genes
differentially expressed between species were significantly more com-
mon in peak regions (246 out of 346 genes; 71.1%) than in the rest of
the genome (4,180 out of 7,134 genes, 58.6%; x2 5 11.2, P , 1023;
Supplementary Table 12). One possible explanation to this observation
is that standing variation at cis-acting regulatory elements in an ances-
tral population has segregated via linkage to loci under divergent
selection in peak regions.

The collared flycatcher and the pied flycatcher probably started to
diverge in allopatry in glacial refugia of the Mediterranean area during
the Pleistocene epoch, candidate regions being the Iberian and
Apennine peninsulas, respectively. Subsequent secondary contact dur-
ing repeated cycles of interglacial periods allowed gene flow, just as
hybridization and gene flow occurs in contemporary areas of sympa-
try. According to this scenario, allopatric divergence may have been
followed repeatedly by genomic homogenization in sympatry. The
highly heterogeneous nature of genomic divergence between the two
species is compatible with such a model, with some genomic regions
refractory to gene flow. Our data show that these regions are localized,
numerous, diverged far beyond the background level and present on
almost all chromosomes, essentially shedding light on several of the
central questions on the genomic landscape of species divergence. The
consistent observation in both flycatcher species of reduced diversity
in divergence islands would suggest that the same loci, or closely linked
loci, have been subject to directional selection in both lineages inde-
pendently. This, together with the juxtaposition of the most extreme
divergence and gaps in the genome assembly, raise the possibility that
centromeres or other heterochromatic repeats themselves actually are
drivers of species divergence. The meiotic drive model of speciation
invokes an arms race between centromeric alleles for deposition into
the single resultant oocyte of female meiosis23, in which selection acts
on allelic variation in the ability to attract microtubuli of an asymmet-
ric spindle pole. This could lead to rapid evolution of repeat sequences
as well as of proteins involved with spindle-fibre attachment to cen-
tromeres, possibilities that are supported by empirical data24, and
may hinder proper chromosome segregation or pairing during hybrid

meiosis25. Interestingly, the Drosophila Zhr locus causing female
lethality is itself a heterochromatic satellite-DNA block26, and the
Drosophila ods-site homeobox (OdsH) speciation gene has been linked
to hybrid male sterility through its binding to evolutionary labile het-
erochromatic repeats27. Similar actions are suggested for other spe-
ciation genes13. There is evidence for segregation distortion in
chicken chromosomes involving loci with centromeric or telomeric
locations28. The genomic distribution of divergence peaks in flycatch-
ers is compatible with an involvement of telomeres as well, as some
chromosomes showed divergence signals in both ends. Telomeres
have been shown to have an evolutionary conserved role during mei-
osis in which they cluster on the nuclear envelope, forming a ‘telomere
bouquet’, and enable chromosome movements to promote homolog-
ous synapsis29. It is noteworthy in this respect that birds have more
extensive arrays of telomeric repeats than other vertebrates, and show
structural polymorphism of telomeres within species30, setting the
stage for a meiotic drive also in these types of repeats. As meiotic drives
are characterized by repeated episodes of selection, this would be
compatible with the relative large size of divergence islands observed.

To conclude, this study presents the genome sequence of an avian
speciation model and unravels the genomic landscape of species diver-
gence in unprecedented detail. The results show strong heterogeneity
in sequence differentiation in a species pair in which lineage sorting is
incomplete. The potential connection of species divergence to key
repetitive elements of chromosomes calls for a shift in focus, with
the quest for genetic basis of reproductive isolation extended to include
sequences other than protein-coding genes. For further dissection of
the mechanism driving species divergence in this and other systems it
will be important to obtain detailed maps of how the rate of recom-
bination varies along chromosomes, based on large-scale genotyping
in pedigrees. Together with modelling (under varying intensity and
character of selection), this can address to what extent sweeps or
background selection, possibly aided by low recombination, are
expected to increase divergence and over what distances. As the size
of genomic islands of divergence will also be affected by variation in Ne

and the rate of migration, these are also factors that need to be inte-
grated in models. Moreover, extensive genotyping in pedigrees would
be a means to test for segregation distortion introduced by meiotic
drives.

METHODS SUMMARY
Genome sequencing was carried out with Illumina technology using DNA from
a single wild-caught male collared flycatcher. Sequences from paired-end and
mate-pair reads of multiple libraries (200–21,000 bp) were assembled using
SOAPDENOVO in subsequent steps with increasing insert size of libraries.
Scaffolds were physically anchored to chromosomes by the aid of a collared-
flycatcher linkage map and with comparative map information from the zebra-
finch genome. Protein-coding genes of the flycatcher genome were retrieved
through a combination of mapping reads to zebra-finch gene templates, using
flycatcher expressed sequence tag (EST) evidence and ab initio prediction. Levels
of gene expression were measured across a suite of tissues (embryonic, adult
somatic and gonadal tissues) using RNA–seq with Illumina technology, and
differentially expressed genes were identified with BAYSEQ. Population genomic
analyses were based on data from re-sequencing of 10 individuals each of collared
flycatcher and pied flycatcher, in which reads were mapped to the assembly using
BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner) software. After analysis and data processing
using a combination of software tools, sequence variants were identified with
the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK; Broad Institute). Divergence and diversity
parameters were estimated using ‘haploidized’ data by randomly choosing one
allele from heterozygous genotypes.
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